
Is strong cryptography an essential privacy tool or a boon for the criminal?

Introduction

In ancient Rome, they used seals. Nowadays those who choose to send mail by post
will conceal the contents of a letter within a gummed envelope. In some respects it
seems little has changed in the last few thousand years about how people regard their
privacy. 

For, as long as man has existed, so has his desire to keep certain things confidential.1

For a host of different reasons it seems part of our very nature to cherish our privacy.
Since humans began to communicate they have sought secure ways to share and hide
meaning. Many people will recall having ‘secret codes’ as children which were
frequently exploited in the presence of parents and only understood by those who
were clued-up on the modes for deciphering them.

The wax seals used in the Roman Empire and other earlier civilisations were an
indication of whether the letter or parcel had been tampered with since the wax and
personal imprint (which was exclusive to the sender) had been applied. 

The human need for discretion in certain matters gave rise to cryptography, the art of
writing and solving codes. In ways that would seem crude to us now, Julius Caesar
created basic ciphers which concealed information pertaining to strategies used in
warfare. Cryptography has remained at the forefront in military engagements, where
remaining ahead of the enemy in the information game could mean the difference
between victory and defeat. 

Of course we have come a long way since the formulation of those simplistic ciphers.
The digital age in which we live has revolutionised the capabilities of cryptography
such that now, messages can be sent and delivered in unparalleled secrecy.
Technology has advanced to the point that the most sophisticated codes would take
thousands of years to crack. 

The internet has become a linchpin in the secure transfer of data. Anyone who has
ever used a shopping facility on a website or checked their bank balance online will
know how safely and efficiently this can be done. Most businesses these days rely on
strong encryption over the web to conduct trade, and naturally, it is top on the agenda
for companies that wish to develop a web presence that involves e-commerce. 

However, the good does not come without the bad. It is hard to estimate how many
people use cryptography in a bid to remain above the law. No doubt some
sophisticated criminals involved in paedophilia, porn or terrorism use cryptographic
methods to conceal unlawful activity. Some people have speculated whether these
techniques were employed by those implicated in the terrorist attacks of September

1 David Kahn’s observation seems pertinent here: "It must be that as soon as a culture has reached a
certain level, probably measured largely by its literacy, cryptography appears spontaneously -- as its
parents, language and writing, probably also did. The multiple human needs and desires that demand
privacy among two or more people in the midst of social life must inevitably lead to cryptology

wherever men thrive and wherever they write"
[Kahn, 1996]



11th to plan and strike in complete secrecy. It is this malevolent use of cryptography
that raises important questions about the implications of strong cryptography. 

How and to what extent can cryptography help to bolster illegal activity? If it is
responsible, then it is necessary to determine whether cryptography’s benefits offset
its more sinister applications. Is it realistically feasible to police encrypted
information given that by its very definition it ought to remain private? Finally, is
cryptography ultimately a windfall for criminals that allows them the upper hand over
legislators and the police? I will attempt to answer these questions in due course after
assessing the positive and negative aspects of strong encryption. First though, we turn
our attention to how it all functions. 

How does strong cryptography work?
There are three different subcategories of encryption that each serve distinct purposes.
The first is privacy, and is the type of encryption that safeguards information so that
only the intended recipient may view the contents. Next is integrity: this assures both
communicating parties that the information has not been modified in transit. Data is
enclosed digitally so that third parties may not interfere and change the message
content. Finally, digital signatures are used to confirm the authorship of the message.
Authenticity is vital so that the recipient can identify that the message originated from
the alleged sender and is not counterfeit.

There are different types of strong cryptography which are suitable for different areas
of vulnerability. However, you could argue that cryptographic keys that fulfil the last
two goals are not of much practical use to the criminal since the need to prove ones
identity or ensure the safe transition of a message are not explicitly useful to them.
Moreover, they may be considered a bane as both authenticity and integrity types of
encryption are liable to be discovered once they reach their destination. It is this
disclosure of information like any other evidence that could lead to the criminal’s
conviction. Indeed, for criminals who use cryptography to their own ends,
maintaining privacy is their overriding goal, and it is this type I will focus on. 

Essentially cryptographic algorithms take a message, and with the use of a key,
transform it into a single encrypted entity. At its destination a key is used to translate
the scrambled message back into plaintext form. This functionality is achieved in two
different ways. The first is the use of a single key. This method is variously known as
private key, secret key or symmetric encryption. With this method, both
correspondents are aware of the key before communication begins. To those who do
not know, messages can neither be encoded nor decoded. The second type is public
key encryption which in most cases is synonymous to asymmetric cryptography. This
method entails using a pair of keys. When the message is encrypted, it is achieved
using a public key, which is as the name suggests freely available to anyone. At the
other end, a message can only be ‘unlocked’ using a second private key. So long as
the second key remains secret, it is impossible for anyone without it to crack. It is
clear that using this method, access to the initial key will not help in the least with
deciphering the message. Suffice to say, the two keys are mathematically related, and
the complex algorithms by which they operate are beyond the scope of this paper.

Asymmetric encryption, whilst clearly very sophisticated and often unfeasibly hard to
crack could be a godsend to high level organised crime cartels. Hopefully, once we



consider the comprehensive nature of the asymmetric system, the utility it provides
organised crime groups begins to emerge. 

What are the benefits?
It is almost impossible to overstate the role that cryptography plays in our day to day
transactions. Quite simply, it is essential in our modern world. To understand the
extent to which we depend on it we only have to imagine where we would be without
it. There used to be an unwillingness to purchase goods and services online for fear of
the dangers of interception but now, strong encryption girds commercial activity and
has contributed to the success of sites such as EBay and Amazon. Besides internet
shopping, cryptography aids safe file transfer such as private emails, and renders
banking systems, medical records and military operations impenetrable. These are
examples of data that have a high security value attached to them so it is crucial that
this information is not transmitted into the wrong hands. Nonetheless, cryptography is
also useful in less critical situations such as Internet conversation software where the
content, however mundane it may be, should be viewable only to those users
participating in it. 

Essentially strong computer-based cryptography began as a preventative measure
against hackers and producers of malicious software, but it was only a matter of time
before the criminally minded began to use methods of encryption to their own
advantage. Yet as is clear, we only have to consider how much more vulnerable we
may be without it. Email could be easily intercepted, and committing fraud would be
a stroll in the park to name but a few examples. The wellbeing of individuals as well
as that of huge corporations would be severely compromised. The fear is that the
villains are always one step ahead of the good guys as it were, but this is unfounded
since there are whole government departments devoted to developing new, stronger
methods of encryption that are not released for public use. Already, with
contemporary computing technology, the most robust systems would take a
hopelessly long time to crack. 

What are the drawbacks?
It is unfortunate that there are those prepared to take advantage of cryptography for
their own dubious ends. Encryption can allow criminals to act illicitly under a veil of
secrecy, effectively undetectable by the authorities. Some examples might include tax
evasion, money laundering, espionage and the management of controversial material
such as documents relating to terrorism or child abuse2.  

In 1991 a program called PGP (Pretty Good Programming) was released that allowed
people with no programming ability to send and receive encrypted information. The
US government were understandably concerned that in the wrong hands, the software
could be used to mastermind and conceal criminal operations. Some even attribute
this development as the catalyst for interest in criminal cryptography.

Additionally, strong cryptography is available for free public use, and this leads some
to suggest the proliferation of “crypto anarchy”. This is the fear that all encrypted
communications whether legal or illegal will eventually be completely free from
interception. In turn, with governments powerless to regulate the internet, the web

2 Denning, 1996



will no longer be a safe place for business dealings and will become a den for
criminals to act without fear of reproach.

There are strong reasons to believe these fears unfounded and irrational. Notably,
police will still have the statutory power to seize hardware such as hard drives that
could implicate criminals and secure a conviction. Furthermore, governments make
high strength encryption methods available to the public, but they themselves remain
at the very forefront of the most advanced cryptographic techniques.

Can we lawfully regulate cryptography?
In 2000 the R.I.P. Act (Regulation of Investigatory Powers) was passed to allow the
government further powers to examine suspected criminals.  One example is key
escrow. This is an arrangement whereby decryption keys are delivered to a third party
and kept under controlled conditions. The third party is in most cases a government
agency. Keys are supposedly stored in a safe repository, but many innately distrust the
security surrounding this arrangement. Due cause for concern could lead to the
government’s seizure of keys and private documentation of any party involved. If the
user refuses to surrender without appropriate justification, they may face a custodial
sentence. This of course threatens the user’s privacy and is the reason that key escrow
systems globally are the subject of contention. 

What is more, people are given no choice but to yield the information demanded,
which is seen as unfair and unreasonably invasive. In extreme cases, where
information is mislaid and cannot be provided, it could lead to the imprisonment of
innocent victims. From a moral perspective people are understandably disenchanted at
the prospect of being “spied on” by the state, and would prefer that data that is
personal to them remain private.

Besides the obvious problems mentioned, it is notoriously hard to legislate on
anything pertaining to the Internet. Since in cyberspace there are no distinct
geographical boundaries, international physical boundaries become meaningless and
it is difficult to derive who has powers of jurisdiction in legal matters. 

It is encouraging to know that authorities worldwide are concerned with putting a stop
to criminal cryptography, but it is doubtful how effective their work is if it is the
expense of legitimate users whose basic rights may be violated in the process. Some
people worry that this journey will lead to a ‘Big Brother’ style surveillance state. 

However with the nature of the internet as it is, and methods of effective policing
scant, maybe the only logical solution is to survey all encrypted information by some
means even if it entails undermining the freedom to privacy of those acting within the
law. 

Conclusion
If we depart from the argument to consider the implications, it seems we are left with
a Catch 22 scenario. As ciphers become harder to crack, so do criminals who use
them become harder to trace. When criminals have access to advanced cryptographic
technology their crimes may go undiscovered. Yet conversely we face the problem of
security if weaker versions are used and subsequently hacked into by criminals. It
looks like a win-win situation for the bad guy. 



OFTEL (the Office of Telecommunications) voiced concerns in 1998 surrounding the
regulation of digital media. There is no way a central organisation could have the
manpower and jurisdiction to monitor and respond to what happens on the internet.
One suggestion is to limit the cryptography released by governments to the general
public. This way, governments would have control over very strong methods, and
weaker methods (penetrable by governmental agencies) would be available for
distribution. This system and that of key escrow have been opposed on the basis of a
right to privacy. 

Perhaps we have been overstating the extent to which cryptography can aid illegal
activity. Government bodies are likely to have the most technologically advanced
knowledge of cryptography over criminal gangs. It is not something we hear of daily
as giving assistance to crimes, so in reality the prognosis probably isn’t as bad as
some scaremongers may envisage. Thus it may be a boon for criminals but probably
not enough to render them untraceable. Most crimes still leave a paper trail of
evidence. 

On balance, the potential for malevolent use of cryptography is not enough to warrant
its prohibition or severe restriction. It is poor policy to proscribe cryptography for a
great many because of the crimes of a minority. The irony lies in that cryptography
both helps and hampers law enforcement. Rivest uses the example of a pair of gloves:
Just because some criminals use them to cover up fingerprints, doesn’t mean a ban
should be imposed that limits their positive purposes. 3

Cryptography’s positive purposes far outweigh its more ominous uses. It is vital to the
security of a nation and without its protection we can imagine things to be far worse.
Rivest again: “Democracy depends upon the ability of citizens to share their ideas
freely, without fear of monitoring or reprisal; this principle should be upheld as much
in cyberspace as it is in the real world.”4 Clearly we humans attach great importance 
to both our freedom and our privacy. 

Yet, as the saying goes, ‘the sun shines on the evil and the good’, meaning the
benefits of cryptography can be exploited by anyone. We can rest assured that
cryptography does much more for the prevention of crime than for the protection of
criminals.

3 Rivest, 1998
4 Ibid.
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